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BURGUNDY 2020 EN PRIMEUR 
‘Une Belle Surprise’ 
 
The things you’ll hear most about the 2020 vintage in Burgundy are that it was a very warm vintage 
with very little rainfall, and that the acidity, freshness and balance in the wines is amazing given the 
warmth. This is one of the warmest vintages, with some of the earliest harvest dates, on record. ‘Une 
belle surprise’ was declared by lots of the domaines we work with, expressing their pleasure with the 
resulting wines.  
  
We were in Burgundy at the end of October and after missing last year’s visits due to the pandemic, 
were quickly reminded of how important it is to taste in situ with the winemakers. In vintages as 
mystifying as 2020, it’s even more important, where the wines are not necessarily what you might 
expect given the vintage conditions.  
  
The reds are incredibly vibrant with aromatics that don’t take much effort to find. They show 
concentration and structure, red and black fruit, and that beautiful balance you’ll hear about again 
and again. It’s early, but it looks to be at least an equal to 2019 in terms of quality.  
 
 

‘The best will be legendary’. 
Jasper Morris MW, Inside Burgundy 
 
 
The whites are sensational. Following the lovely white vintages of 2017 and 2019, this vintage has a 
lot to live up to, and we believe these could be some of the finest Chardonnays of the last few 
decades. Alex Bachelet at Bachelet Monnot believes the whites are reminiscent of the 2014s, with 
more depth, and with lower alcohol levels than their 2018 and 2019 counterparts. The 2020 whites 
have got it all.  
 
 

‘The 2020 vintage is shaping up to be a prodigious success for white Burgundy’. 
William Kelley, The Wine Advocate 
 
 
The earliest harvest dates previously recorded were during 2003, a vintage which is famously big on 
dark fruit and thin on acidity. 2020 not only gives us concentration and depth, but also good acidity 
levels and excellent balance. We, along with most of the winemakers in Burgundy, are still scratching 
our heads as to how this has happened. As a general rule, when grapes ripen, the acidity levels taper 
off while the sugars in the grapes (and potential alcohol level) increases. In 2020 we taste both an 
amazing ripeness, brought about by the warmth throughout the growing season, along with 
unexpectedly great balance. The shorter growing season must certainly account for some of this, but 
with very little rainfall, it’s hard to say where these characteristics have come from in the first place.  
  
The most popular theory, put forward by Ch. De Chamilly in Mercurey along with plenty of others, 
was that the drought caused the vines to shut down, stopping the grapes from maturing further, 
enabling them to retain their natural acidity. While some might argue that the grapes won’t reach 
their true biological ripeness under these conditions, Jules Lécheneaut at Domaine Lécheneaut in 
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Nuits St Georges describes both phenolic and physiological ripeness as being spot on. Nicolas 
Trapet of Rossignol Trapet in Gevrey Chambertin wasn’t sold on the theory of the vines shutting 
down and believes the good acidity levels may have more to do with lower Potassium levels in the 
vine, as a result of less rainfall. Potassium, which lowers the levels, is absorbed by the vines when it 
rains – with no rainfall, this particular influence on lowering acidity is removed.  
  
There are plenty of theories on the reasons for such unexpectedly positive results, much like the 
personal preferences regarding whole bunch fermentation, early vs later picking dates, new oak vs 
no oak etc. - what matters most is that the wines taste great – and in 2020 they do. With ever 
increasing prices on even the more modest of appellations, coupled with decreases of up to 80% on 
the volumes in the 2021 releases, this is an unmissable vintage for almost every wine collector.  
 

‘There is much to admire about the 2020s’ 
 Neal Martin, Vinous 
 
 
A snapshot of the growing season 
 
With the entire growing season taking place about four weeks ahead of the norm, 2020 is probably 
the earliest vintage in history. Once again picking dates were very important, with the early harvest 
dictated by the early flowering and start to the season, which carried on right through to harvest. 
Gevrey Chambertin’s Domaine Tortochot were not alone in describing the vintage as ‘easy’, a relief 
following the early concerns of drought and then the early harvest. 
 
 

• A mild winter in 2019, and early budburst in mid-April 2020 dictated the changing 
timeframe for the growing season.  

• There were some early concerns regarding frost, given the early budburst, but these were 
largely unfounded. Chablis lost a little more to frost.  

• Temperatures increased during the spring leading to early flowering.  
• It was a warm and dry summer with very few extreme temperatures, although there was 

concern over the lack of rainfall.  
• Summer saw very dry conditions – which meant there was little threat of disease and mildew. 
• Many vines shut down during drought, preserving balance and pausing sugar development. 
• The cool summer nights helped grapes to retain acidity. 
• Some relief from August rainfall. Pinot suffered more than Chardonnay from hydric stress, 

which led to lower yields.  
• Chardonnay coped better, with high yields near legal limits. 
• Picking started on 17th August in Mâconnais and Cotes de Beaune (for Bachelet Monnot and 

Paul Pillot, who started on the 20th, this was the earliest ever).  
• Chablis began the harvest around the 22nd August.  
• In the Cotes de Nuits, picking started on the 26th August. 
• Most producers were very happy with the ease of the vintage, harvest, and results. Although 

Pinot yields were concerning. 
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Summary 

 

‘A lot of everything’ 
Nathalie Tollot, Domaine Tollot Beaut 
  
While climate change and its impact on Burgundy and the wines from vintage to vintage has become 
increasingly significant over the last ten years, it’s not all bad news as is evidenced by the quality of 
these 2020s.  
  
Etienne Chaix of Volnay’s Domaine Joseph Voillot is impressed with the classic Pinot character they 
have captured in their wines, despite early concerns the wines would be like 2003. Sebastien 
Coquard, of Domaine Odoul Coquard in Morey St Denis hails 2020 as one of the best vintages he’s 
ever produced. Ripe tannins, high sugar and wonderful balance are evidenced in Nathalie Tollot’s 
wines at Domaine Tollot Beaut in Chorey Les Beaune, who describes 2020 as having ‘a lot of 
everything.’  
  
We add the 2020s to a list of growing vintages marked by climate change – although arguments can 
be made that this could be the start of real change to the growing season and how the vines are 
adapting to that. Not many producers were able to draw comparisons to other vintages, but all were 
agreed on the ageing potential of these wines, given the tannic structure and excellent balance.  
 
We’re excited to add some new producers to the range, and we should like to emphasise that 
available quantities on Grand Crus and 1er Crus is extremely limited – much of the smart money will 
be spent on lesser-known appellations and across Bourgogne and Villages too. As Neal Martin 
suggests, ‘expand your purview. Look beyond the label. Venture into uncharted appellations and unfamiliar 
growers… it can offer rich rewards.’ With some producers reporting a crop as low as 20% of the normal 
in 2021, price rises are expected for the 2020s. Early indications are of around 10 to 25% on the 
price of the 2019s. With 2021 being such a small vintage, enormous global demand for Burgundy 
and the obvious quality of these 2020s, it is hard to make the argument to skip this vintage.  
 

 

Ben Grosvenor 

Head of Private & Retail Sales
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CHABLIS 
Mid-way between Beaune and Paris, the Chablis winegrowing region stretches over 
around 20 communes. Nestled among the valleys and wooded hilltops, the vineyards 
cover the hillsides running alongside the pretty Serein Valley. The vines sink their roots 
deep into the clay-limestone soil, drawing on them for their characteristic mineral 
aromas, to the delight of Chablis drinkers. 
 

 

  

 

 

  
 
AREA: 14,851 acres / 6,010 hectares 

 

GRAPES: Chardonnay  
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DOMAINE SAMUEL BILLAUD, CHABLIS 
 
Samuel continues to make many of the most exciting wines coming out of Chablis today, equal in 
quality to those of Jean-Marie and Bernard Raveneau but at a fraction of the price. His 2020s are a 
great range. Samuel decided to pick early, from 28th August to 6th September, and to age all his wines 
for at least ten months on the fine lees to achieve a winning combination of ripe, appley fruit on the 
nose, fresh, succulent texture on the palate and fine minerality and salinity on the finish. Samuel 
likens his 2020s to his 2017s – high praise indeed as the 2017s are currently developing into 
spectacularly fine wines. ‘We should see him right at the top of Chablis producers alongside the likes of Raveneau 
and Vincent Dauvissat’, Neal Martin, Vinous.  
View wines online. 
 
WHITE   
   
Bourgogne, Côte d’Or Chardonnay 12 bottles £140 
Vibrant citrus fruit, lemon peel and grapefruit with lovely energy and 
balance. Great value from one of the region’s most respected 
winemakers.  

  

   
Chablis 12 bottles £186 
Samuel makes this fresh yet concentrated Chablis from three parcels of 
vines; Les Pargues towards the village of Préhy, Les Cartes between the 
premiers crus of Vaillons and Montmains and Bas de Chapelots just 
below Montée de Tonnerre. A beautiful example of Chablis, crisp but 
ripe with excellent length on the finish. Drink 2022-2026. 

  

   
Chablis 1er Cru Montmains 12 bottles £325 
One of the best-known premiers crus, adjacent to Vaillons with a similar 
south-easterly exposure. There is more clay in the soil here which gives a 
more powerful wine that Samuel vinifies 65% in stainless steel and 35% 
in 450 litre oak casks from the Chassin tonnellerie in Rully. A fatter, 
rounder style of Chablis with impressive depth and length on the finish. 
Drink 2022-2027. 

  

   
Chablis 1er Cru Montée de Tonnerre 12 bottles £395 
This comes from two plots of vines at different altitudes within Montée 
de Tonnerre; Chapelots near the base and Triangle higher up. 
Quintessential Chablis, rich and concentrated with remarkable purity of 
fruit, a ripe, generous texture and a long aftertaste. Drink 2023-2030. 

  

   
Chablis Grand Cru Bougros 12 bottles £680 
This is fermented and aged for twelve months in 450 and 500 litre oak 
demi-muids followed by six months in stainless steel vats. The Bougros is 
vinified in barrels made for him by Florent Tschieret, the only local 
cooper in Chablis. This is rich and powerful whilst retaining crisp acidity. 
Drink 2023-2030. 
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DOMAINE WILLIAM FÈVRE, CHABLIS 
 
The Fèvre family have played a prominent role in the Chablis region for over 250 years and William 
Fèvre has become one of the biggest landowners in Chablis with 78 hectares of prestigious 
vineyards, of which 15.9 hectares are classified as premier cru and 15.2 hectares as grand cru. With 
holdings in six of the seven grand cru appellations, no other producer can claim such a wide array of 
Chablis’ finest vineyards. Year after year, Fèvre is the benchmark for classic Chablis.  
View wines online. 
 

WHITE   
   
Chablis 6 bottles £89 
Fleshy and elegant bouquet revealing citrus, white fruit and floral aromas. 
The mouth is fresh, supple underscored by mineral notes. 

  

   
Chablis, 1er Cru Vaillons 6 bottles £185 
Fresh aromas, with a light floral bouquet and a note of white pepper. On 
the palate this is fresh, with melon and green apple, with a broadening on 
the finish, with ripe, pure fruit. Mineral and rounded. 

  

   
Chablis, 1er Cru Montmains 6 bottles £185 
Exotic on the nose- quince and a hint of pineapple. Loads of texture on 
the ripe palate with broad, ripe fruit and a peppery note. Retains a sense 
of brightness and purity despite the breadth of the wine across the palate. 

  

   
Chablis, 1er Cru Montée de Tonnerre 6 bottles £265 
Complex bouquet with floral and fruity aromas, and intense mineral 
notes. Structured palate in its youth, becoming more subtle and elegant 
and developing ripe fruit notes. 

  

   
Chablis, Grand Cru Bougros 6 bottles £320 
This Climat lies at the very western end of the Grands Crus area, at 
altitudes ranging from 130 to 170 m on fairly deep marl and clay terrain 
with a southwest exposure. On the palate, this appellation’s wines are 
often very full and rich. Rich bouquet with intense mineral notes. Full and 
round, yet firm and massive on the palate. 

  

   
Chablis, Grand Cru Les Preuses Magnum £160 
Floral nose, with fruity aromas enhanced by intense mineral notes and 
developing lightly smoky touches. Very round on the palate, both full-
bodied and refined. 
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Chablis, Grand Cru Les Clos 6 bottles £545 
Largest and most famous Grand Cru; its fame based on history as one of 
Chablis’ first vineyards. Enjoys a southerly aspect with very white, dense 
and deep clay soil, resting on a limestone bed 80 cm below the ground, 
which brings to the wine those spicy notes so typical of this terroir. 
Remarkably complex bouquet, blending fruity, floral and spicy notes with 
a substantial mineral touch. Structured palate, opening up with age to give 
powerful, generous wines. 

  

 
 

 
Didier Séguier, Cellar master and Director
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DOMAINE ROY, CHABLIS 

The Roy family have been vignerons in the village of Fontenay, just to the north of Chablis, for over 
200 years. Today, Claude Roy, together with his children David and Karine, farm 18 hectares of 
vines on the right bank of the River Serein. They are one of the largest owners of the grands crus 
including a magnificent 3.5-hectare plot in Bougros. In 2020, Claude picked early, from 29th August 
to 5th September. Fermented and aged in stainless steel vats in order to preserve the maximum of 
fruit, this is a magnificent range of crisp, elegant, pure, unoaked Chablis.  
View wines online. 
 
WHITE   
   
Chablis, Coteaux de Fontenay 12 bottles £170 
The estate owns 9 hectares of Chablis and their Coteaux de Fontenay 
is their finest cuvée, from a plot of old vines on a steep, south facing 
hillside just outside the village of Fontenay adjacent to premier cru 
Fourchaume. Fresh and mineral with lovely, ripe fruit and excellent 
length on the finish. Drink 2022-2025. 

  

   
Chablis, 1er Cru Fourchaume 6 bottles £130 
Warm, south-west facing premier cru between the villages of Fontenay 
and Maligny. Wonderful combination of ripe fruit and thrilling acidity. 
Beautifully balanced, quintessential Chablis. Drink 2022-2025. 

  

   
Chablis, Grand Cru Les Preuses 6 bottles £263 
From a splendidly sited 0.5-hectare plot in the heart of grand cru Preuses. 
A little closed at present but has great concentration and a beautiful 
balance of ripe fruit and excellent acidity. Will age magnificently. Drink 
2022-2026.  
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CÔTE DE NUITS 
Named after the town of Nuits-St-Georges, this is the northern half of the Côte d'Or, situated 
between Dijon and Corgoloin, where vines grow along a narrow strip of hillside that is around 20km 
long and in parts, just 200 metres wide. The Côte de Nuits produces mainly red wine and is a 
paradise for Pinot Noir. White wines, made from the Chardonnay grape, are fewer and farther 
between, while fewer still are made from Aligoté. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
AREA: 4,447 acres / 1,800 hectares 
GRAPES: Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, Gamay, Aligoté 
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DOMAINE REGIS BOUVIER, MARSANNAY 
 
A new addition to our offer this year, following a tip from Pascal Prunier Bonheur. Bernard Bouvier 
took over the vines of his brother Regis in 2019 and now produces these wines in his winery along 
with those of Domaine Rene Bouvier, where he has been winemaker since 1992. The focus here is 
on Marsannay, with some of the finest sites in this excellent village represented in the range, 
although Bernard does produce a range of excellent wines from across the Cote de Nuits.  
There is great attention to detail, with viticulture following organic principles (not certified). Grapes 
are handpicked and sorted on receipt at the winery, with winemaking practices designed to allow for 
terroir expression. Tasting for the first time at this domaine, we were extremely impressed with the 
wines, with the reds showing great depth and balance and the whites full of verve. Bernard is very 
happy with his wines in 2020 and they will make an excellent addition to the cellar.  
 
WHITE   
   
Aligoté 6 bottles £80 
Chalky and fresh, limes and a hint of white pepper. From old vines, this is 
serious enough to benefit form a few years in bottle but will drink well on 
landing. 

  

 
Bourgogne Chardonnay 

 
6 bottles 

 
£90 

Hints of yellow flower and green apple, with a touch of brioche. Well 
balanced with a fine line of acidity.  

  

   
Marsannay Vieilles Vignes Blanc 6 bottles £135 
Dense and complex, with a long mineral finish.   
   
RED   
   
Bourgogne Rouge 6 bottles £90 
   
Marsannay VV 6 bottles £135 
Fleshy with lots of ripe red fruit to the fore. Tannins are soft and very 
nicely integrated. 

  

 
Marsannay 'Longeroies' Vieilles Vignes 

 
6 bottles 

 
£150 

Sappy, vibrant with zippy ripe red cherries and a seamless structure. One 
of the finest sites in Marsannay (along with Clos du Roy), producing 
supple and complex wines. 

  

   
Fixin  6 bottles £165 
Red and black fruit, scents of blackcurrant and a tang of marmalade and 
blood orange. Medium-bodied with very fine, but firm tannin that 
underpin the edgy black fruit. Lovely mineralité on the finish. 
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Bernard Bouvier 
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DOMAINE DROUHIN-LAROZE, GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN 
 
The Drouhin family owns 11 hectares of vines including substantial holdings in some of the most 
famous Grand Cru sites in the Côte de Nuits – few producers can boast holdings in both Musigny 
and Chambertin. Since the 2014 vintage, Nicholas and Caroline have increasingly taken the reins 
from their father Philippe. This domaine has a long history of very fine wine making. Caroline also 
sources grapes from a close-knit group of growers for a range of négociant wines, labelled as Maison 
Laroze de Drouhin.  
View wines online. 
 
WHITE   
   
Bourgogne, Côte d’Or Chardonnay, Laroze de Drouhin 12 bottles £155 
Beautifully fresh and mineral, white fruit with a hint of spice and lychee. 
Elegant and well-balanced – will make great drinking over the next few 
years. Lovely. To 2024.  

  

   
RED   
   
Bourgogne Côte d’Or Pinot Noir, Laroze de Drouhin 12 bottles £155 
Ripe and pure blackcurrant, pretty aromatics. Concentrated with 
strawberry and a touch of salinity, very pure and fresh. To 2025.  

  

 
Fixin 

 
6 bottles 

 
£139 

Black cherry, blueberry, tobacco. Good grippy structure, ripe tannins 
bring a pleasing balance to the pure fruit. To 2027.  

  

   
Gevrey-Chambertin, Les Dix Climats 6 bottles £210 
Ripe blackberry and strawberry perfume, some floral notes. Pretty. 
Smooth, fine tannins, juicy fruit and some cedar spice. Concentrated and 
well balanced. To 2028. 

  

   
Chapelle-Chambertin, Grand Cru 3 bottles £295 
Rich and intense beautifully perfumed, plum, blackberry, star-anise. 
Excellent concentration, elegant and powerful. Touch of fresh jasmine 
and orange peel, chocolate and blackcurrant. Brilliant structure and 
balance. To 2040.  

  

   
Clos de Vougeot, Grand Cru 
Full of verve and energy – dark cherry, plum, raspberry and blueberry, 
aromatic depth. Violets and sweet strawberry, the purity is lovely. Goes 
on for minutes, spicy pepper and well-judged oak. To 2040.  

3 bottles £325 

   
Bonnes-Mares, Grand Cru 3 bottles £425 
Beautiful strawberry aromatics, electric energy here with vibrant violet 
and mineral notes. Beautiful freshness and purity of fruit, so much depth 
and flavour, oak is beautifully balanced. Excellent length and complexity. 
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To 2045.  
   
Chambertin Clos-de-Beze, Grand Cru 3 bottles £420 
Wow! This has incredible energy. A touch of smoke. Ripe and rich 
blackberry raspberry and cherry, very deep and complex. Excellent 
smooth tannins and wonderfully balanced oak. Brilliant length, persistent. 
To 2045.   

  

 
 

 
Philippe, Caroline, Christine and Nicolas Drouhin 
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DOMAINE HERESZTYN-MAZZINI, GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN 
 
This is one of the most exciting and improved domaines in Gevrey. Since Florence Heresztyn took 
over her share of the family estate in 2012, the quality has soared. Aided by her Champenois 
husband Simon Mazzini, Florence has converted the vineyards to biodynamic viticulture and 
adapted the vinification to suit the characteristics of each vintage and vineyard. A high proportion of 
whole bunches are used, up to 100% where the practice suits the vineyard and vintage. The harvest 
took place over four days from 1st to 4th September.  
View wines online. 
 
RED   
   
Gevrey-Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes 6 bottles £264 
Made using old vines from several sites in Gevrey-Chambertin. Elegant 
red fruits on the palate with a hint of spice. Structure and depth from the 
old vine fruit. In oak for 16-18 months, 30% of which is new. 

  

   
Gevrey-Chambertin, Les Songes 6 bottles £300 
Blackcurrant and touches of dark cherry, a subtle orange rind scent that 
becomes more intense as it opens in the glass. The palate is medium-
bodied with gently grippy tannin, vibrant on the entry - hints of balsamic 
and spice lending complexity to the very composed and refined finish. 

  

   
Gevrey-Chambertin, 1er Cru La Perrière 6 bottles £432 
The finest and most forward of the Domaine’s Gevrey Premier Crus. An 
alluring nose with morello cherries. Fresh and charming, this will be 
approachable young but has the density and balance to develop in the 
cellar. 30% new oak. 

  

   
Gevrey-Chambertin, 1er Cru Les Goulots 6 bottles £432 
This is all about purity of fruit, with elegant integrated tannins. Very 
forward aromas of concentrated brambly fruit and spice. Smooth on the 
palate, refreshing and satisfying with an effortless balance. 35% new oak. 

  

   
Morey-Saint-Denis, 1er Cru Les Millandes 6 bottles £432 
Ripe and rounded sweet fruit on the palate, lifted by the use of whole 
bunches in the fermentation. The fruit here is open and giving but not 
lacking in depth and complexity. 35% new oak. 

  

   
Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru les Champonnets 6 bottles £450 
Refined bouquet with blackberry, raspberry and a touch of graphite. The 
palate is medium-bodied with fine tannin, a mixture red and black fruit 
mixed with sea salt, and that marine influence becomes more pronounced 
towards the finish. 
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Clos-Saint-Denis, Grand Cru 
Dense fruit, black cherries, mocha, black pepper. Complex and 
harmonious, will reward ageing. Impressively layered already but only 
hinting at its full potential. Long mineral finish. 40% new oak. 

6 bottles £1,188 
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DOMAINE MARC ROY, GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN 

 
A tiny domaine of just three hectares, overseen by Alexandrine Roy and aided by her semi-retired 
father, Marc. We’ve seen something of a cult following develop for these special wines and rightly 
so, despite the domaine not having any 1er or Grand Crus in the portfolio. The Marsannay and 
Bourgogne Rouge come highly recommended for earlier drinking and as a gateway into 
Alexandrine’s exceptional winemaking.  
‘As I have commented in the past, Roy just doesn’t seem to miss as she’s a perfectionist’, Allen Meadows, 
Burghound.  
View wines online. 
 
WHITE   
   
Marsannay, ‘Les Champs Perdrix’ 6 bottles £175 
0.5 hectares with 40-year-old vines. Apple and ripe apricot with a little 
orange peel and pith. Balanced, harmonious with brilliant trademark 
chalky texture. Concentrated and just a touch savoury. Aged on the lees 
for 11 months in barrel. 

  

   
RED   
   
Bourgogne Rouge 6 bottles £125 
50- to 60-year-old vines mostly in Gevrey. Sweet ripe strawberry, pure red 
and black cherry, with a hint of cedar spice. Good grip, powerful and 
intense for this level, refreshing acidity and length. 

  

   
Gevrey-Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes 6 bottles £275 
From 70-year-old vines over six individual plots. Rich plum and 
blueberry, white pepper. Dense, lovely violet pinot perfume. Crunchy red 
berry fruit. Good intensity and structure with velvet tannins and balance, 
elegant and powerful. 

  

   
Gevrey-Chambertin, Clos Prieur 6 bottles £295 
From 60-year-old vines just below Mazis-Chambertin. Electric energy to 
the fresh blackberry, strawberry and ripe cherries. Wonderful tension and 
structure. Great length, this really is top notch. So well balanced, all parts 
in harmony.  

  

   
Gevrey-Chambertin, Cuvée Alexandrine 
Mineral aromatics with blueberry and fig. Touch of jasmine. Pure fresh 
violet with a touch of clay and chalkiness to the texture. The velvet 
tannins are ripe, and the balance is perfect. Ethereal!  

6 bottles £450 
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DOMAINE ROSSIGNOL-TRAPET, GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN 

Founded in 1990, Domaine Rossignol Trapet celebrated 30 years only last year, yet somehow feels 
far more mature, producing some of the region’s finest wines, as well as a perennial favourite and 
top value Bourgogne Rouge. Fully biodynamic, brothers Nicholas and David continue to raise the 
bar - the biggest problem we have is getting enough wines from them at every level.  
View wines online. 
 
RED   
   
Bourgogne Rouge 12 bottles £210 
Supple and generous red fruits, fresh red berries and hint of grippiness 
gives a gastronomic edge. Expressive and charming as ever. 

  

 
Gevrey-Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes 

 
6 bottles 

 
£205 

Blackberries and black pepper, with a rich and structured style that is 
supported by supple, rounded tannins. Excellent balance. 

  

   
Gevrey-Chambertin, 1er Cru Petite Chapelle 6 bottles £475 
A delicate floral note of violets emerges with a little coaxing, along with 
some exotic spice. Light and elegant across the palate, with a deceptively 
powerful finish. This will flesh out in bottle and offer wonderful 
complexity and charm. From a vineyard with deep clay soils, that gives 
richness and ripeness. 

  

   
Chapelle-Chambertin, Grand Cru 3 bottles £425 
Deep fruits tipping into the darker end of the spectrum, with a lot of 
well-managed power. Cigar spice and plush, dense blackberries. 

  

 

 
Nicolas Rossignol in the domaine’s cellars 
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DOMAINE TORTOCHOT, GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN 

‘Domaine Tortochot is one to put back on your list,’ Neal Martin. 
 
Based in the centre of Gevrey-Chambertin, Chantal Tortochot is a shining example of wines which 
demonstrate the energy and personality of their keeper. Her verve and charm show beautifully in 
these powerful but elegant expressions of Gevrey. Consistently producing what’s recognised as one 
of the top Clos de Vougeot in blind tastings, the wines of Domaine Tortochot are becoming 
increasingly sought-after. The 2021 vintage could leave followers disappointed; our advice is to stock 
up now.  
View wines online. 
 
RED   
   
Morey-Saint-Denis 6 bottles £165 
Floral with a touch of spice and bay leaf. Ripe dark fruit of blackberry 
and plum on the nose. Floral and mineral notes. Grippy structure, sweet 
tannins, good line of fresh acidity. 

  

 
Gevrey-Chambertin, Les Corvees 

 
6 bottles 

 
£195 

Pure, concentrated ripe fruit, smooth across the palate with very well 
integrated tannins. Aged in 1 year old and older barrels that give a gentle 
spice to the finish that has integrated very well already. 

  

   
Gevrey-Chambertin, 1er Cru Lavaux-Saint-Jacques 6 bottles £329 
Deceptively complex- starts restrained and cool and fans out to a long, 
mineral-infused finish, with notes of jasmine and violet. One of Gevrey’s 
best 1er Cru sites and one that often produces great wines in warm years. 

  

   
Clos de Vougeot, Grand Cru 6 bottles £715 
Dark and peppery, opulent and powerful. Spicy and warm on the finish. 
Dense and impressive, yet approachable and very well balanced. Smooth 
and perfumed, a powerhouse with charm. 

  

   
Mazis-Chambertin, Grand Cru 6 bottles £925 
Aged in 80% new oak. Spicy, with iodine notes and redcurrants, dense 
and smooth, with a long, mineral finish infused with a dark herbal note. 

  

   
Chambertin, Grand Cru 6 bottles £1,095 
Masses of density and depth, this is restrained at this stage, although with 
undoubted weight and pedigree in evidence. The oak is rich, but already 
integrating well, with a remarkable elegance on the finish. Blueberries, 
dark plums. Aged in 80% new oak. 
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Chantal Tortochot in the domaine’s cellars 
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DOMAINE ODOUL COQUARD, MOREY ST DENIS 
 
Another new domaine in our offer, Domaine Odoul Coquard is based in the very north of Morey-
Saint-Denis, with the winery situated alongside the Grand Cru Clos de la Roche. Sebastien Coquard 
farms a number of small holdings across the main villages of the Cote de Nuits, making a range of 
excellent wines. The style is relatively ripe and modern, with the wines tending to be of a darker, 
more purple shade than some of the lighter styles of Pinot. Despite the depth of colour in the wines, 
there is a conscious effort towards elegance and balance, with the wines retaining freshness on the 
finish.  
 
Sebastien is very happy with the quality of his wines in 2020, feeling that they clearly convey a sense 
of purity and precision alongside the ripe fruit resulting in one of the very best vintages ever made 
here. Tasting these wines, it is hard to disagree, with a sense of typicity of each village expressed in 
the wines and the terroir of the vineyards evident within wines of the same village. The domaine 
continues to be entrusted with the 1er Cru of Clos la Riotte, an enclosed vineyard owned by the 
commune of Morey Saint Denis. 
 
RED   
   
Nuits Saint Georges, Les Argillats 6 bottles £190 
80-year-old vines give a wonderful balance, with a medium body. 
Raspberries and red cherries, sumptuous nose, and a long refreshing 
finish. Excellent. 

  

 
 

 
Team Davy with Sebastien Coquard 
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DOMAINE DIGIOIA-ROYER, CHAMBOLLE-MUSIGNY 
 
A new addition to our offer in 2020, we’re proud to introduce the excellent wines of Michel Digioia, 
whose mother Geneviève Royer passed the domaine to him in 1999. The domaine holds less than 
five hectares in total, with less than a hectare of Chambolle Fremieres, and less than half a hectare of 
each 1er cru, Gruenchers and Groseilles. These wines are beautifully aromatic and representative of 
their appellations, showing texture and purity of fruit and will please even the most discerning of 
Chambolle fans.  
 
RED   
   
Bourgogne Hautes Côtes de Nuits 12 bottles £180 
Dark fruit with grippy tannins and good structure at this level – will 
reveal wonderful dark fruit and spice after a few years. Serious stuff.  

  

   
Savigny les Beaune Dessus les Vermots 6 bottles £155 
50-year-old vines. Oak well integrated, powerful & concentrated, 14 to 16 
months ageing, 20% new oak. Clean red fruit, great length. 

  

 
Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Charmois 

 
6 bottles 

 
£175 

Tiny plot of 0.25 hectares south of Vosne. Dense, dark red fruit & 
raspberries, precise, delicate with great structure & finesse. 
 

  

Chambolle Musigny 6 bottles £275 
Blend of 6 plots, 60-year-old vines. 16 to 18 months ageing. Beautiful 
fruit, lovely purity, gentle tannins, very precise with a long fresh finish. 

  

   
Chambolle-Musigny VV Les Fremieres 6 bottles £325 
One plot of 80-year-old vines. Deep, red fruit concentration, a step 
above, very complete, rich, ample tannins. 

  

   
Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Gruenchers 6 bottles £415 
Small plot of 0.5 hectares. Oak needs some time to integrate but huge 
potential amongst wonderful structure and balance – brooding dark fruit 
and lovely line of acidity.  

  

   
Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Groseilles 6 bottles £435 
50% new oak. Just fabulous. Cherry fruit, so elegant, new oak not on top, 
well balanced, fruit is precise, straight, beautiful smooth tannins with a 
fresh clean finish. Definition of Chambolle. 
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DOMAINE CONFURON-GINDRE, VOSNE-ROMANÉE 
 
Confuron-Gindre are based in Vosne Romanée and is run by Claudine and François Confuron, with 
increasing input from their son Edouard. They have a growing reputation and produce serious wines 
that are often dense and have excellent ageing potential, partly due to the cool cellars resulting in a 
longer malolactic fermentation and wines that knit together tightly. Edouard’s influence has seen 
some whole-bunch fermentation in the winemaking and new oak is used in varying degrees across 
the range but is always wonderfully integrated and harmonious.  
View wines online. 
 
RED 

  

   
Bourgogne Rouge 6 bottles £81 
Fleshy and ripe, this is serious for a Bourgogne. Very good balance and 
quality. Made up from parcels across Vosne-Romanée with old vines up 
to 80 years old (the youngest vines used here are 27 years old). 

  

   
Gevrey-Chambertin 6 bottles £250 
Pure, mineral-rich dark berry fruit, touches of flint and granite. Medium-
bodied with a lovely structure. The black fruit merges with red fruit on 
the svelte finish. 

  

   
Nuits-Saint-Georges 6 bottles £250 
Fragrant with deep red berries and plum. Ripe and fruit forward across 
the palate, very open and approachable in its youth, with the density to 
age well in the cellar. 25% new oak, from 4 parcels on the border with 
Vosne-Romanée. 

  

   
Vosne-Romanée 6 bottles £250 
Dark purple fruits, so deep and expressive! Fruit is sweet, with blueberries 
and dark plummy notes, supported by rounded tannins. 

  

   
Vosne Romanée 1er Cru Les Suchots 6 bottles £435 
Candied dark fruits on a soaring, glorious nose, leading to a surprisingly 
mineral-tinged palate. A 1er cru vineyard with 100-year-old vines between 
2 Grands Crus. Exceptional. 
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Edouard Confuron with Davy’s John Cawood 
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DOMAINE JACQUES CACHEUX ET FILS, VOSNE-ROMANÉE 

 
Another year of low yields but a splendid range of dense, concentrated wines as a result. Patrice and 
his son Charles continue to harvest relatively late at full maturity, destem all the grapes and practice a 
careful extraction of tannin with the minimum of pigeage. All the barrels come from Tonnellerie 
François Frères in Saint Romain and the style remains one of rich, ripe fruit allied to just the right 
amount of new oak. 

 
RED 
 

  

Vosne-Romanée 12 bottles £460 
From a number of plots too small to vinify separately. Beautiful red and 
black cherry fruit allied to a dash of toasty oak. A delightful wine with 
freshness and precision. Drink 2025-2030. 

  

   
Vosne-Romanée, Les Chalandins 12 bottles £525 
From the northern end of Vosne in the direction of Clos Vougeot. 
Sumptuous fruit, ripe and opulent. Finishes sweet and long. Will be 
hugely enjoyable young and age splendidly. 

  

   
  

 
Patrice Cacheux  
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DOMAINE HENRI GOUGES, NUITS-ST-GEORGES 
 
Greg and Antoine Gouges continue to take this renowned Nuits-based estate to another level. Its 
historical importance through Henri’s involvement in the ratifications of vineyards in the 1930s was 
matched in significance by its leading role in producing classical, high-quality Nuits’ throughout the 
rest of the 20th century. Since the new gravity-fed cuverie was completed and Greg became 
winemaker a decade ago, it has re-invented itself as a progressive, dynamic domaine very much at 
the top of its game producing reference point Nuits. 
 
RED   
   
Nuits-Saint-George 6 bottles £222 
From two vineyards on the south side of Nuits-St-Georges, Les Plateaux 
and Les Brûlées. This wine is still in barrel. It shows a heady deep black 
purple colour, with a little bit of prune on the nose. Jasper Morris MW 

  

   
Nuits-Saint-Georges, 1er Cru Clos des Porrets 6 bottles £282 
No separate HD cuvée was made this year as there was not enough wine, 
after the hail as well as in a dry year. Long slow fermentation and the 
malolactic is still happening. Black purple. Super intensity, a bit of Bovril 
meatiness, really hard to judge though looks like will broadly be the same 
pattern as the others, though perhaps even more concentrated. Jasper 
Morris MW 

  

   
Nuits-Saint-Georges, 1er Cru Les Pruliers 6 bottles £360 
Almost black in the middle. More a very intense sun dried dark cherry 
bouquet than raisins though. Pretty heady stuff either way round. Super 
sumptuous with this exciting red cherry fruit as well as black, and good 
acidity. It would be easily possible to fall in love with this, even if it is 
more powerful than I really like. Jasper Morris MW 
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DOMAINE DU CLOS FRANTIN, NUITS-ST-GEORGES 
 
This domaine remains the jewel in the Bichot crown, being packed full of stellar vineyards and 
producing wines of undoubted class. Although only 7 hectares in size it has a whopping 1.75-hectare 
holding of Vosne Malconsorts as well as five different Grands Crus, including Chambertin and 
Richebourg. The experienced Nuiton Alain Serveau is in charge of winemaking here and he 
continues to push the domaine up the steep hill of quality. Over the past few years, the quality of 
tannins has become more refined, and the wines have become fleshier and more fragrant. 
 
 
RED   
   
Vosne-Romanée 6 bottles £300 
From Les Damaudes and Basses Maizières. Rich deep purple. The 
bouquet is very pleasing, it has depth but does not overwhelm. Such 
power at the back and then the chiselled limestone fresh acidity, the 
liveliness comes from the hillside, the ballast from Basses Maizières. 
Together they work really well, with an excellent long finish. Jasper 
Morris MW 

  

   
Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Malconsorts 6 bottles £845 
40% whole bunch. 17 months’ oak ageing, 40% new. Cask sample. 
Closed, intense but still complex. Deep hue, violet and rose-petal nose, 
plenty of substance. Pure, black fruit, oak evident. An electric, energetic 
Vosne which has a wonderful balance of precision, acidity and density. 
Will age several decades. Andy Howard MW, JancisRobinson.com 

  

   
Echezeaux Grand Cru 6 bottles £975 
40% whole bunch. 17 months’ oak ageing, 40% new. Cask sample. 
Toasty, mocha evident on the nose. Sweet fruit – dark cherry and 
raspberry. Subtle, understated oak. An elegant, precise Echezeaux which 
is more about finesse than power. Andy Howard MW, 
JancisRobinson.com 

  

   
Clos Vougeot Grand Cru 6 bottles £975 
30% whole bunch. 17 months’ oak ageing, 40% new. Cask sample. 
Earthy, spicy, long and exotic. Lovely balance with fresh black fruit – 
blackberry and damson. Firm tannins, hit of oak which needs a year or 
two to settle. Substantially better than many a Clos de Vougeot. Andy 
Howard MW, JancisRobinson.com 
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DOMAINE LÉCHENAUT, NUITS-ST-GEORGES 

 
Splendid, ten-hectare estate, created by Fernand Lécheneaut in the 1980s when land was affordable, 
and which is now run by his sons Philippe and Vincent. In 2020 they decided to harvest early (28th 
August to 3rd September) in order to avoid any over-ripeness and fermented with between a third 
and a half of whole bunches. The wines were then aged for 12–18 months in barrel, principally from 
Francois Frères. Yields were lower than in 2019, averaging 32hl/ha across the domaine.  
View wines online. 
 
RED   
   
Bourgogne Hautes Côtes de Nuits 12 bottles £250 
Impressive nose with savoury spice and white pepper. Ripe, pure and 
expressive with strawberry, blackcurrant and a hint of coffee. Super fresh 
with great balance and smooth silky tannins. Excellent! 

  

   
Marsannay La Côte ‘Sampagny’ 12 bottles £335 
Spicy blackberry and cherry on the nose. Raspberry and plum with some 
floral notes. Firm but elegant tannins, this will age nicely.  

  

   
Nuits-Saint-Georges, Au Chouillet 12 bottles £485 
The vines on this 0.7-hectare plot on the Vosne-Romanée side of Nuits 
are over 70 years old and are always vinified separately as the wine 
consistently has additional weight and personality. Wonderful mixture 
of fruit, spice and game and builds on the palate to a long, succulent 
finish. To 2033. 

  

   
Nuits-Saint-Georges, 1er Cru Les Damodes 12 bottles £750 
The most northerly vines of Nuits Saint Georges, on the border with 
Vosne-Romanée. Combines the power of Nuits with the finesse of 
Vosne. To 2035. 

  

   
Nuits Saint Georges, 1er Cru Aux Argillas 12 bottles £750 
New to the domaine this year. A small, 0.17 ha parcel of 50-year-old 
vines. Beautifully pure cherry fruit, a sumptuous texture and a long, fresh 
finish. Has harmony and finesse and will age gracefully. To 2035. 
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Philippe and Vincent Lécheneaut at the sorting table 
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DOMAINE AMBROISE, NUITS-ST-GEORGES 
 
Bertrand and Martine Ambroise head up a 21-hectare domaine with much of the work now done by 
their son François and daughter Ludivine. The wines are well-known for their ability to age but 
François has introduced additional freshness and elegance into the wines without losing any of their 
traditional depth and concentration. In 2020, the harvest started on 25th August in the Côte de 
Beaune and 1st September in Nuits Saint Georges. This is a splendid range of rich, opulent whites 
and sumptuous, well-structured reds.  
View wines online. 
 
WHITE   
   
Hautes Côtes de Nuits Blanc 12 bottles £175 
These vines at higher altitude give a crisp, vibrant wine with higher 
acidity. Aged 100% in oak barrels to give additional structure and a 
most attractive spiciness. To 2024. 

  

 
RED 
 

  

Bourgogne Côte d’Or Rouge 12 bottles £175 
From vines adjoining the domaine’s Nuits Saint Georges vineyards. 
Aged in a mixture of 228 litre, 400 litre barrels and larger foudres. A 
lovely example of rich, aromatic pinot noir. To 2027. 

  

   
Nuits-Saint-Georges, Vieilles Vignes 12 bottles £395 
This is 1er Cru quality, unsurprising since it comes from three plots of 
70-year-old vines just below premier cru Les Saint Georges. Dense and 
backward but with a core of intense, concentrated fruit, this requires 
patience but will age magnificently. To 2035.  

  

   
Vosne-Romanée, Les Damaudes 12 bottles £525 
From just above the grand cru of La Tâche. Just 3 barrels made, 2 of 
which are new. Ripe and harmonious, less tannic than the domaine’s 
Nuits wines but fine precision and harmony. To 2034. 

  

   
Nuits-Saint-Georges, 1er Cru En Rue de Chaux 12 bottles £590 
Masses of cherry and blackberry fruit together with spice and toasty 
oak. Full-bodied, gutsy wine, backward but with great ageing 
potential. To 2038. 
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CÔTE DE BEAUNE 
Named after the region’s largest town Beaune, this is the southern half of the Côte d'Or, situated 
between Ladoix-Serrigny and the hillsides of the Maranges. Facing the morning sun, these vineyards 
are never more than a few hundred metres wide, yet they produce red and white wines that are 
internationally renowned. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

AREA: 9,654 acres / 3,907 hectares 
GRAPES: Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, Gamay, Aligoté 
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DOMAINE TOLLOT-BEAUT, CHOREY-LÈS-BEAUNE 

Domaine Tollot-Beaut, located in Chorey-Lès-Beaune, was started in 1880 by François Tollot. The 
fifth generation of the family, Nathalie Tollot and her two cousins, Olivier and Jean-Paul, now 
oversee the domaine. The wines are easily recognised by their wonderful purity of fruit and brilliant 
balance with wonderful spice and generous oak. Pioneers in the early 20th century for producing 
and bottling domaine wines, investment in the future continues in both the vineyard and the winery. 
View wines online. 
 
WHITE   
   
Bourgogne Blanc 6 bottles £90 
From low yielding sites, in barrel for one year. Beautiful ripe citrus, apple, 
pure and precise with the slightest hint of honeysuckle. Very fresh. 
Brilliantly zippy acidity. 

  

   
Corton-Charlemagne, Grand Cru 3 bottles £330 
From a holding of just a quarter hectare, planted in 1965. Incredible 
purity. Saline, pear and orange zest. Exceptional concentration, density, 
balance and richness – fleshy apricot and peach. Great freshness and 
length with terrific use of oak. 

  

 
RED 
 

  

Bourgogne Rouge 6 bottles £95 
As always, one of the prettiest on the nose – delightfully expressive, clean 
and pure nose of ripe plum and blackcurrant. Lovely strawberry and 
cherry to the fresh red and black fruit. 

  

   
Chorey-Lès-Beaune 6 bottles £125 
A blend from plots in both the south and north of the appellation. 25% 
new oak. Earthy tones with purple and blue fruit – plum and blueberry, 
blackcurrant. Good concentration and structure, will age nicely but hard 
to resist now. 

  

   
Savigny Les Beaune 1er Cru Lavieres 6 bottles £198 
Well-defined on the nose with slightly earthy red berry fruit, touches of 
crushed stone, slightly peppery (though this is de-stemmed like all Tollot-
Beaut’s cuvées.) The palate is medium-bodied with sappy red fruit. Good 
density here, maybe not the most tensile of the cuvées from the Domaine 
this vintage, but there is decent weight on the back end. Give it a couple 
of years in bottle. 

  

   
Aloxe-Corton 6 bottles £180 
Slightly savoury with some pepper spice and pretty strawberry. Plum, 
cherry, supple tannins and spicy clove, with suggestions of darker fruit, 
structured, lovely freshness. 
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Aloxe-Corton, 1er Cru Les Vercots 6 bottles £230 
Dark fruit, poised – ripe blackberry and morello cherry with a touch of 
oyster shell. Rich with some spicy notes, cocoa, blackcurrant, and good 
structure, lots of concentrated fruit. Brilliant balance, full throttle, juicy. 

  

   
Aloxe Corton 1er Cru Fournieres 6 bottles £264 
Ripe and juicy on the nose: strawberry and raspberry, the oak here more 
pronounced compared to the Les Vercots. The palate is medium-bodied 
with ripe, saturated tannins 

  

   
Beaune 1er Cru Les Grèves 6 bottles £276 
More cohesive and delineated bouquet than the Clos du Roi: vibrant and 
fresh with vivid red cherry and cranberry fruit. The palate is medium-
bodied with superb mineralité, wonderful tension and sense of energy. 
This year, there is a big difference between this and the Clos du Roi, a 
really quite wonderful Beaune. 

  

   
Corton-Bressandes, Grand Cru 3 bottles £200 
Fresh red fruit, soft and elegant, black cherry, touch of oak and excellent 
concentration to the fruit. Structured and deep this will be fascinating to 
taste over the next three decades.  

  

   
Le Corton Grand Cru 6 bottles £420 
From Les Combes as usual (though not on the label), has a lovely nose 
with brambly red fruit, black truffle and subtle pencil box aromas. The 
palate is medium-bodied with saturated tannins, very fine tension and an 
almost sorbet-fresh, quite mouth-coating finish. It will require time in 
bottle...but this Corton will be worth the wait. 

  

 
 

 
Nathalie Tollot 
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BOUCHÀRD PÈRE ET FILS, BEAUNE 

Established in 1731 by Michel Bouchard, a draper merchant from the Dauphiné region, Maison 
Bouchard Père & Fils has built a unique and exceptional heritage. Settled in the Château de Beaune 
since 1820, its wines benefit from the best ageing conditions in the underground galleries of this 
royal fortress from the 15th century. The Bouchard Père & Fils Estate holds some of the finest plots 
in the most prestigious Côte de Nuits and Côte de Beaune vineyards with more than two-thirds 
planted in Grands Crus and Premiers Crus appellations.  The same, exclusive high standards 
underpin every single wine that is matured at the Maison. Vinegrowers, workers and the cellar 
master share the same values: respecting the integrity of the grape and the unique features of the 
terroirs. Through an approach that excludes any artificial method in favour of gentle, precise 
winemaking where each cuvée is left to mature naturally, at its own pace.  
View wines online. 
 
WHITE   
   
Beaune, Clos St Landry, Monopole 6 bottles £320 
One for the hedonists- bursts out the glass with aromas of ripe peach, 
quince and sweet red apples. There are bundles of exotic spices here with 
cardoman, fresh vanilla and even coconut. Opulent and rich, this will 
have a lot of appeal in youth but has all the stuffing to last and develop 
complexity. 

  

   
Meursault, 1er Cru Les Genevrières 6 bottles £416 
Subtle bouquet of fruit and flowers combined with toasted notes. Full yet 
refined, without the slightest heaviness and with the liveliness typical of 
Les Genevrières. A voluptuous wine. Good ageing potential. 

  

   
Meursault, 1er Cru Perrières Magnum £180 
Less expressive on the nose at this embryonic stage than some of the 
other whites here, this gives up a subtle bouquet of white flowers on the 
nose with a bit of coxing. On the palate, the wine shows enormous depth, 
with a mouthfilling texture that remains quite tight. Will need a little 
patience but expect this to be spectacular with a few years bottle age. 

  

   
Corton-Charlemagne, Grand Cru 3 bottles £490 
Intense fruit and toasted aromas blended with the mineral notes typical of 
this appellation on the nose. A rich, powerful wine with a strong 
personality. Very good ageing potential. 

  

   
Chevalier-Montrachet, Grand Cru 
Distinguished bouquet, with floral and fruit aromas as well as a toasted 
note. Complex and rich, without the heaviness, this wine is elegance itself. 
Very good ageing potential. 

Magnum £783 
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Le Montrachet, Grand Cru 3 bottles £2,235 
Exquisite bouquet with a variety of aromas skillfully blended with toasted 
notes. Perfect harmony between power, smoothness and delicacy. The 
“king of kings”. Very good ageing potential. 

  

   
RED   
   
Beaune, Clos de la Mousse, Monopole 6 bottles £285 
Lifted red fruits, with bright red cherry and strawberries, alongside a 
subtle spice note. On the finish this is more serious than is suggested by 
the fruit profile- plenty of potential. A lovely balance of charm and depth, 
supremely drinkable. 

  

   
Beaune Grèves, 1er Cru l’Enfant Jesus 6 bottles £650 
Superb fruit and spice aromas with an oaky note on the nose. Intense, full 
and yet delicate on the palate, the wine has a charming velvetiness. Very 
good ageing potential. 

  

   
Nuits-Saint-Georges, 1er Cru Les Cailles 6 bottles £442 
Intense notes of black fruit blended with oaky touches and delicately 
spiced. Full and fleshy on the palate. 

  

   
Le Corton, Grand Cru 3 bottles £355 
Serious, ripe and impressive, this is powerful with masses of ripe tannin. 
The fruit is plush, with blackberries and black. Still tightly coiled and with 
plenty more to give in time. Finishes with an appealing and very serious 
kick of black pepper. 

  

   
Echezeaux, En Orveaux Grand Cru  3 bottles £785 
Intense aromas of red fruit and spices entwined with oaky hints. This 
wine is a perfect marriage of the elegance of its terroir and the power of 
its Grand Cru standing. Very good ageing potential. 
 

  

   

 
The famous vineyards of Grand Cru, Le Montrachet – looking down slope at Bouchard’s holding 
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DOMAINE JOSEPH VOILLOT, VOLNAY 
 
Admired by all the up-and-coming winemakers, Jean-Pierre Charlot (Joseph Voillot’s son-in-law: 
‘winemaker par excellence chez Voillot’, Neal Martin) is something of the grand master, most 
probably because at some stage he will have had a hand in their wine making education. A charming, 
ebullient man whose wines are designed to last the long term. They are finely balanced though and 
can be approached young, not his preference but he knows full well ‘chacun son gout’ (we all have 
our own tastes). Jean-Pierre’s enthusiastic nephew Etienne has recently taken the reigns at the 
Domaine and believes that 2020 has been a superb year, with wines that are ripe and structured. 
‘These are wines, to put it prosaically, that represent proper Burgundy’, Neal Martin.  
View wines online. 
 
   
RED   
   
Bourgogne Rouge 12 bottles £185 
Perfumed red fruit, pure and a fantastic balance between freshness and 
ripeness. Always a great bet for value, especially in warm vintages, this 
delivers again and is one of the best Bourgognes we’ve tasted from 
Voillot. 

  

   
Volnay, Vieilles Vignes 6 bottles £175 
Redcurrants and sweet spices, an excellent example of the charm and 
unforced concentration of good Volnay. 

  

   
Volnay, 1er Cru Champans 6 bottles £295 
Sweet strawberry and redcurrant jelly aromas, coupled with a hint of 
cinnamon. Silky in the mouth, with a long and refreshing finish. 
Hedonistic, yet still serious and balanced. 

  

   
Pommard, Vieilles Vignes 6 bottles £190 
As expected, this is denser and darker than the Volnay, with a more 
structured and dark-fruited profile. Very good and harmonious. 

  

 
 
 
 

  

Pommard, 1er Cru Pezerolles 6 bottles £425 
A masterclass in purity and finesse – beautiful aromas of licorice, rich ripe 
cherry and violets. Crushed stone, silky texture to the almost sweet red 
and black fruit. Fine tannins and excellent length. 

  

   
Pommard, 1er Cru Les Epenots  6 bottles £425 
Deep, dark fruit, with white pepper and clove. Black cherries, 
blackcurrants, a long and impressive finish. 
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Etienne Chaix of Domaine Joseph Voillot 
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DOMAINE MICHELOT, MEURSAULT 
 
Finding both quality and quantity in the finest domaines of Burgundy is not easy. Domaine Michelot 
however boasts a total of 19 hectares of vines, and they apply the most natural methods possible to 
preserve the quality of the grapes. Their wines are simply delicious and display the finest 
characteristics of Meursault. Jean-Francois Mestre has been in charge since 1993 but increasingly his 
son Nicolas drives the winemaking with a focus on purity of fruit and expression of terroir.  
View wines online. 
 
WHITE   
   
Bourgogne Côte d’Or Chardonnay 6 bottles £90 
Flinty chalky, lovely freshness and vibrancy to fruit, salinity, balanced. Pear 
and walnut scents – good breeding.  
 

  

Meursault 6 bottles £189 
Balanced oak, rich, mineral, pineapple, green and white fruit, citrus acidity. 
Silky, elegant quite rich. Excellent finish and length. 

  

 
Meursault, Clos St Felix 

 
6 bottles 

 
£225 

Touch of marzipan, pineapple, tropical notes and floral green tea, lovely 
texture, silky, balanced, pure and lovely line of refreshing acidity. 

  

   
Meursault, 1er Cru Les Charmes 6 bottles £325 
Very pure and précis, concentrated green fruit and beautiful spice, 
honeysuckle with wonderful balance and great texture- superb! 
 
 
 

  

 
Nicolas Mestre, 6th generation at Domaine Michelot 
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DOMAINE PRUNIER-BONHEUR, MEURSAULT 

 
The impossibly charming Pascal Prunier-Bonheur took over at the Domaine in 1983 as the fifth 
generation of this super quality-driven winegrowing family. With 6 hectares of vines over the Côte 
de Beaune, Pascal’s aim is to reflect the vineyard and allow the grapes to speak for themselves. Pure, 
elegant and showing wonderful energy across the range, our advice is to start following them now 
before others do.  
View wines online. 
 
WHITE   
   
Le P’tit Bonheur Blanc, Coteaux Bourguignons 12 bottles £TBC 
From old vines on shallow gravel soils running alongside the Meursault 
appellation. Bright limey aromas, restrained and cool with cut and class. 
Very impressive given its status. 
 

  

Saint-Romain, Combe Bazin 6 bottles £TBC 
White peaches and a floral note, leading to ripe lemons. Great minerality 
and freshness. From a vineyard at altitude. 

  

 
Auxey-Duresses, Les Crais 

 
6 bottles 

 
£TBC 

All about the chalky, saline feel of this wine with a lovely, rounded 
mouthfeel and moreish, mouthwatering finish. Both approachable and 
serious. 

  

   
Meursault, Grands Charons 6 bottles £TBC 
Broad and rich, spicy aromas. Mouthfilling and satisfying, with a 
refreshing minerality on the finish. 

  

   
RED   
   
Beaune Rouge, 1er Cru Les Sizies 6 bottles £TBC 
1er Cru vineyards located towards Pommard. Fleshy, open and warm. 
Generous style with ripe red fruit alongside warming spice. Finishes with 
a sense of coolness that avoids any sense of over-opulence. 
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DOMAINE SYLVAIN BZIKOT, MEURSAULT 
 
Sylvain & Béatrice Bzikot (pronounced Bzee-cot) own an impressive estate of 15 hectares centred 
on Puligny-Montrachet. Sylvain’s grandfather arrived in Burgundy from Poland just before the 
Second World War and steadily built up the estate in the post-war years when land was plentiful and 
cheap. The estate’s delicious Bourgogne Côte d’Or Chardonnay is made from the best placed parcels 
within the commune of Puligny, but which lie just too low on the slope to qualify for the 
appellation.  
 
WHITE   
   
Bourgogne Chardonnay, Côte d’Or 12 bottles £170 
Made from the best placed parcels within the commune of Puligny 
Montrachet this has a proportion aged in barrel. Rich and concentrated 
with good structure and ageing potential. Drink 2022-2025. 

  

   
Puligny-Montrachet 6 bottles £220 
75% fermented in oak barrels and 25% in stainless steel vats. The 
domaine has 17 plots of vines within the appellation from which it makes 
this fine, complex Puligny that has wonderful, honeyed fruit on the nose 
with just the right amount of oak. Delicious, quintessential Puligny. Drink 
2023-2027. 

  

 
Meursault 

 
6 bottles 

 
£190 

From three small parcels (Chaumes, Clous and Sous la Velle) of vines 
that Sylvain vinifies together. Fermented and aged in 1/3 new oak 
barrels this is rich and creamy with a lovely, generous texture yet finishes 
crisp and fresh. Drink 2023-2026. 

  

 

 
Sylvain Bzikot at the Domaine 
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DOMAINE JEAN-LOUIS CHAVY, PULIGNY MONTRACHET 
 
Brothers Jean-Louis and Alain have split the well-known family vineyards between them. Jean-Louis 
works with 6 hectares of vines and has built his own winery that was finished in 2004. As you would 
expect everything is spotlessly clean and well presented. The winemaking and ageing style is 
traditional, producing an elegant style of Puligny with very subtle use of oak. Jean-Louis believes that 
when well-made, the whites of the Côte de Beaune have the capacity to cellar well from hot vintages, 
citing 2003 as an example of a vintage that has produced wines that have lasted the course more 
easily than many expected. Picking began here at the end of August.  
View wines online. 
 
WHITE   
   
Puligny-Montrachet 6 bottles £190 
Floral, jasmine and saline, good freshness and depth to the fruit. Balanced 
while mineral. Some savoury and spice. Ripe and fruity with a lovely 
succulent texture and a long, fresh aftertaste. To 2026. 

  

   
Puligny-Montrachet, 1er Cru Les Folatières 6 bottles £285 
Aged in 25% new oak barrels. Beautifully fresh nose of green and white 
fruit with pear and lime zest. Masterclass in elegance with deft touch of 
oak. Vibrant, beautiful grip and tension here.  

  

 

 
Jean-Louis and Rio outside the Domaine 
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DOMAINE JEAN PASCAL, PULIGNY MONTRACHET 

 
This domaine is run with great skill by Jean Pascal’s daughter-in-law Alexandra. The Puligny-
Montrachet here is superb and we feel offers very good value. Harvesting took place at the end of 
August, early enough to retain a seam of zippy acidity in the wines that balances the ripe fruit in this 
warm vintage.  
View wines online. 
 
WHITE   
   
Auxey Duresses 6 bottles £110 
Fresh saline, apple, lime leaf. Tart, pithy, lovely saline texture. Good flinty 
length from vineyards bordering Meursault.  

  

   
Puligny-Montrachet 6 bottles £175 
Rich and aromatic with a fine balance of ripe honeyed fruit and crisp 
acidity – touch of salinity, apple mineral, chalk, flint, good Puligny grip. 

  

   
Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru Les Chalumeaux 6 bottles £275 
Spicy, rich, from a small 0.85-hectare plot on the border with Meursault. 
Apple, flint, lovely grip and poise, tension, good depth of fruit, lovely 
length and texture. A real gem! 

  

 

 
Ben Grosvenor & John Cawood of Davy’s with Alexandra at Domaine Jean Pascal 
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DOMAINE PAUL PILLOT, CHASSAGNE MONTRACHET 
 
With 13 hectares in Chassagne and Saint Aubin, Thierry Pillot makes sublime wines from Aligoté to 
1er Cru Chassagne-Montrachet. He and his sister Chrystelle (married to Arnaud Mortet, of Domaine 
Denis Mortet in Gevrey-Chambertin) are both charming and tasting with Thierry it’s easy to imagine 
his bright, lively personality carrying though into the wines. Minimum oak intervention and respect 
for the terroir, you are looking at sheer elegance throughout, minerality being the favoured 
expression. View wines online. 
 
WHITE   
   
Aligoté 6 bottles £65 
Zippy, lime-scented and fresh with a honeyed note. Lovely balance, with 
enough ripeness to round out the body. 

  

   
Chassagne-Montrachet 6 bottles £215 
White peach, vibrant jasmine floral aromas, lovely purity and freshness 
with a moreish finish. Very precise and expressive. 

  

   
Saint Aubin, 1er Cru Les Charmois 6 bottles £225 
Quite nutty on the nose, very appealing with quite a bit of structure on 
the palate. Ripe stone fruit, with a stony complexity. 

  

   
Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru, Les Champs Gain 6 bottles £315 
Dense and complex, with tension and ripe pear and orange peel. Long 
mineral finish. 

  

   
Chassagne-Montrachet, 1er Cru Clos Saint Jean 6 bottles £315 
Full, rich and expressive with rounded golden apples and deep floral 
aromas. Exceptional length and purity. 

  

 
 

 
Tasting the 2020s at Domaine Paul Pillot 
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DOMAINE BORGEOT, REMIGNY 

 
Laurent and his brother Pascal are passionate about every aspect of their vines. From their base in 
the village of Remigny on the borders of Chassagne-Montrachet and Santenay their holdings cover 
both appellations to the tune of some 20 hectares.  
View wines online. 
 
WHITE   
   
Bourgogne Blanc, Clos de Carbonnade 12 bottles £130 
A fresh style, with white peach. Nicely balanced with a texture across the 
palate that gives some depth. 65% aged in oak (20% of which is new). 
From 60-year-old vines close to Bouzeron. 

  

   
Rully Blanc, La Chaponniere 12 bottles £175 
Ripe and appley, fresh and balanced. Broadens out on the finish, with 
ripe pears and a stony, mineral note. 15% in new oak barrels and 
produced in small quantities. 

  

   
Santenay, La Comme Dessus 6 bottles £125 
Expressive aromas of both dark and red fruits with ripe cherries and 
blackberries. Smooth and ripe, with an unforced openness across the 
palate. A warm, spicy grip on the finish, leading to lingering black 
cherries, with a balancing savoury hint. Aged in one-third new oak 
barrels, adding depth, roundness and complexity. 

  

   
RED   
   
Santenay, 1er Cru Les Gravières Rouge 6 bottles £125 
A fresh style, with white peach. Nicely balanced with a texture across the 
palate that gives some depth. 65% aged in oak (20% of which is new). 
From 60-year-old vines close to Bouzeron. 
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DOMAINE BACHELET-MONNOT, MARANGES 
 
We have followed brothers Marc and Alexandre Bachelet for some years since they took over at this 
10-hectare domaine in Maranges. A domaine totally on track: from both improvements in the cellar 
buildings, to the pursuit of natural greatness in the vineyards. They even have three different types 
of grape press to respect every terroir. Pretty much organic, but like many growers they reserve the 
right to intervene in the vines, should the need arise. Wines that showcase purity of fruit and the 
vineyard sites. Notable as standard bearers for the relatively unknown Maranges appellation. For the 
whites, gentle pressing and controlled use of oxygen in the élevage of the wines is more important 
than excessive batonnage (lees stirring), resulting in exceptionally pure wines.  
View wines online. 
 
WHITE   
   
Maranges, 1er Cru La Fussière Blanc 6 bottles £135 
The 1er Cru La Fussière vineyard is one of the best in the area. Aromas 
of crisp apple, stone fruits and butter. The palate is creamy and greatly 
balanced with a refreshingly high acidity. A wonderful White Burgundy 
example from the brilliant Bachelet-Monnot brothers. 

  

   
Chassagne Montrachet 6 bottles £198 
Lifted floral aromas framed with a hint of vanilla. Rounded and quite 
open, excellent concentration with a ripe, rounded, fruit-forward 
mouthfeel leading to a long, broad and slightly saline finish. From a 
selection of parcels, all of which border 1er Cru vineyards, making this an 
excellent expression of Chassagne as a whole. 

  

   
Puligny Montrachet 6 bottles £225 
Appealing and aromatically very open, more immediate than the 
Chassagne. Long, linear and very impressive finish with great purity. Ripe, 
but with a refreshing citrus note of orange and lemon rind. 

  

   
RED   
   
Maranges, 1er Cru Fussières Rouge 6 bottles £129 
Serious nose, expressive spice, ripe and deep. Smooth and elegant, glides 
with ultra-smooth tannins and finishes with dark cherries and pepper. 
25% whole bunch and 25% new oak. 
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Alexandré Bachelet 
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CÔTES CHALONNAISE 
Named after the town of Châlon-sur-Saône, the Côte Chalonnaise is some 25km long by 7km wide. 
Here, in the heart of a landscape which is more familiar with agricultural farming than vineyards, the 
plots of vines have been planted on the best southeast-facing slopes. The village of Bouzeron is 
becoming increasingly famous for excellent Aligoté. 

 
 

 
AREA: 4,447 acres / 1,800 hectares 
GRAPES: ALIGOTÉ; CHARDONNAY; PINOT NOIR; GAMAY 
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CHÂTEAU DE CHAMILLY, CHAMILLY 
 
Château de Chamilly were previous suppliers of Davy’s Red Burgundy (going back some 20 years). 
The Domaine is now run by sons Arnaut and Xavier and they, as is the case in so many places, are 
bringing new investment, new philosophies and new energy to the vineyards and winemaking. It is a 
beautiful property situated off the beaten track amongst rolling countryside split with both vines and 
other forms of farming. Vineyard holdings are split evenly between whites and reds and are farmed 
following organic principles, although the domaine have not pursued certification.  
View wines online. 
 
WHITE   
   
Bouzeron, les Bouchines 6 bottles £TBC 
A Davy’s favourite- all the zip and cut of Aligote, in a serious and textural 
style. Ripe apples, wonderfully refreshing and moreish, whilst remaining a 
serious gastronomic wine. Excellent value. 

  

   
Saint Aubin, 1er Cru Chez Edouard 6 bottles £TBC 
From 30-year-old vines in a fine 1er Cru site overlooking the village. 
Aged in oak barrel (20% new). A fine example of why St. Aubin whites 
are gaining in repute. Ripe citrus notes, with a textural depth. Long finish 
and very complete and together, even at this early stage. 

  

   
RED   
   
Mercurey La Clos La Perrière 6 bottles £TBC 
From a monopole vineyard in the heart of the village. Fresh and vibrant, 
with structure and good density. Lovely bright red fruit that his held 
together well by a spicy note from the barrels. 

  

   
Mercurey, 1er Cru Les Puillets 6 bottles £TBC 
Aged for 12 months in oak and another 6 months in stainless steel before 
bottling. Precise and mineral, a smoky hint with a long, spicy finish. Well-
balanced with rounded tannins giving a sumptuous counterbalance to the 
fresh red cherry notes. 
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Interesting artwork across the vats at Ch. De Chamilly 
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PRICE LIST   

   

ALIGOTÉ   

Domaine Regis Bouvier Aligoté 6 bottles £80 

Domaine Paul Pillot Aligoté 6 bottles £65 

   

ALOXE CORTON   

Domaine Tollot-Beaut Aloxe-Corton 6 bottles £180 

Domaine Tollot-Beaut Aloxe-Corton, 1er Cru Les Vercots 6 bottles £230 

Domaine Tollot-Beaut Aloxe-Corton 1er Cru Fournieres 6 bottles £264 

   

AUXEY-DURESSES   

Domaine Prunier-Bonheur Auxey-Duresses, Les Crais 6 bottles £TBC 

Domaine Jean Pascal Auxey Duresses 6 bottles £110 

   

BEAUNE   

Bouchàrd Père Et Fils Beaune, Clos St Landry, Monopole 6 bottles £320 

Bouchàrd Père Et Fils Beaune Rouge, Clos de la Mousse, Monopole 6 bottles £285 

Bouchàrd Père Et Fils Beaune Gréves, 1er Cru l’Enfant Jesus 6 bottles £650 

Domaine Prunier-Bonheur Beaune Rouge, 1er Cru Les Sizies 6 bottles £TBC 

Domaine Tollot-Beaut Chorey-Lès-Beaune 6 bottles £125 

Domaine Tollot-Beaut Savigny Les Beaune 1er Cru Lavieres 6 bottles £198 

Domaine Tollot-Beaut Beaune 1er Cru Les Grèves 6 bottles £276 

   

BOURGOGNE   

Domaine Regis Bouvier Bourgogne Blanc 6 bottles £90 

Domaine Regis Bouvier Bourgogne Rouge 6 bottles £90 

Domaine Marc Roy Bourgogne Rouge 6 bottles £125 

Domaine Rossignol-Trapet Bourgogne Rouge 12 bottles £210 

Domaine Confuron-Gindre Bourgogne Rouge 6 bottles £81 

Domaine Tollot-Beaut Bourgogne Blanc 6 bottles £90 

Domaine Tollot-Beaut Bourgogne Rouge 6 bottles £95 

Domaine Joseph Voillot Bourgogne Rouge 12 bottles £185 

Domaine Prunier-Bonheur Le P’tit Bonheur Blanc 12 bottles £TBC 

Domaine Borgeot Bourgogne Blanc, Clos de Carbonnade 12 bottles £130 

Domaine Samuel Billaud Bourgogne, Côte D’or Chardonnay 12 bottles £140 

Laroze de Drouhin Côte d’Or Chardonnay 12 bottles £155 

Laroze de Drouhin Bourgogne Côte d’Or Pinot Noir 12 bottles £155 

Domaine Ambroise Bourgogne Côte d’Or Rouge 12 bottles £175 

Domaine Michelot Bourgogne Côte d’Or Chardonnay 6 bottles £90 

Domaine Sylvain Bzikot Bourgogne Blanc, Côte d’Or 12 bottles £170 

   

BOUZERON   

Château De Chamilly Bouzeron, les Bouchines 6 bottles £TBC 
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CHABLIS   

Domaine Samuel Billaud Chablis 12 bottles £186 

Domaine Samuel Billaud Chablis 1er Cru Montmains 12 bottles £325 

Domaine Samuel Billaud Chablis 1er Cru Montée de Tonnerre 12 bottles £395 

Domaine Samuel Billaud Chablis Grand Cru Bougros 6 bottles £725 

Domaine William Fèvre Chablis 6 bottles £89 

Domaine William Fèvre Chablis, 1er Cru Vaillons 6 bottles £185 

Domaine William Fèvre Chablis, 1er Cru Montmains 6 bottles £185 

Domaine William Fèvre Chablis, 1er Cru Montée de Tonnerre 6 bottles £265 

Domaine William Fèvre Chablis, Grand Cru Bougros 6 bottles £320 

Domaine William Fèvre Chablis, Grand Cru Les Preuses Magnum £160 

Domaine William Fèvre Chablis, Grand Cru Les Clos 6 bottles £545 

Domaine Roy Chablis, Coteaux de Fontenay 12 bottles £170 

Domaine Roy Chablis, 1er Cru Fourchaume 6 bottles £130 

Domaine Roy Chablis, Grand Cru Les Preuses 6 bottles £263 

   

CHAMBOLLE-MUSIGNY   

Domaine Digioia-Royer Chambolle-Musigny VV Les Fremieres 6 bottles £325 

Domaine Digioia-Royer Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Gruenchers 6 bottles £415 

Domaine Digioia-Royer Chambolle-Musigny 1er Cru Les Groseilles 6 bottles £435 

Domaine Drouhin-Laroze Bonnes-Mares, Grand Cru 3 bottles £425 

   

CORTON   

Domaine Tollot-Beaut Corton-Charlemagne, Grand Cru 3 bottles £330 

Domaine Tollot-Beaut Corton-Bressandes, Grand Cru 3 bottles £200 

Bouchàrd Père Et Fils Corton-Charlemagne, Grand Cru 3 bottles £490 

Bouchàrd Père Et Fils Le Corton, Grand Cru 3 bottles £355 

Domaine Tollot-Beaut Le Corton Grand Cru 6 bottles £420 

   

CÔTES DE NUITS   

Domaine Digioia-Royer Bourgogne Hautes Côtes de Nuits 6 bottles £90 

Domaine Lécheneaut Bourgogne Hautes Côtes de Nuits 12 bottles £250 

Domaine Ambroise Hautes Côtes de Nuits Blanc 12 bottles £175 

   

FIXIN   

Domaine Drouhin-Laroze Fixin 6 bottles £139 

Domaine Regis Bouvier Fixin 6 bottles £165 

   

GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN   

Domaine Drouhin-Laroze Gevrey-Chambertin, Les Dix Climats 6 bottles £210 

Domaine Confuron-Gindre Gevrey-Chambertin 6 bottles £250 

Domaine Drouhin-Laroze Chapelle-Chambertin, Grand Cru 3 bottles £295 

Domaine Drouhin-Laroze Chambertin Clos-de-Beze, Grand Cru 3 bottles £420 

Domaine Heresztyn-Mazzini Gevrey-Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes 6 bottles £264 

Domaine Heresztyn-Mazzini Les Songes 6 bottles £300 

Domaine Heresztyn-Mazzini Gevrey-Chambertin, 1er Cru La Perrière 6 bottles £432 
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Domaine Heresztyn-Mazzini Gevrey-Chambertin, 1er Cru Les Goulots 6 bottles £432 

Domaine Heresztyn-Mazzini Gevrey-Chambertin 1er Cru les 
Champonnets 

6 bottles £450 

Domaine Marc Roy Gevrey-Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes 6 bottles £275 

Domaine Marc Roy Gevrey-Chambertin, La Justice 6 bottles £TBC 

Domaine Marc Roy Gevrey-Chambertin, Clos Prieur 6 bottles £295 

Domaine Marc Roy Gevrey-Chambertin, Cuvée Alexandrine 6 bottles £450 

Domaine Rossignol-Trapet Gevrey-Chambertin, Vieilles Vignes 6 bottles £205 

Domaine Rossignol-Trapet Gevrey-Chambertin, 1er Cru Petite Chapelle 6 bottles £475 

Domaine Rossignol-Trapet Chapelle-Chambertin, Grand Cru 3 bottles £425 

Domaine Tortochot Gevrey-Chambertin, Les Corvees 6 bottles £195 

Domaine Tortochot Gevrey-Chambertin, 1er Cru Lavaux-Saint-Jacques 6 bottles £329 

Domaine Tortochot Mazis-Chambertin, Grand Cru 6 bottles £925 

Domaine Tortochot Chambertin, Grand Cru 6 bottles £1,095 

   

MARANGES   

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot Maranges, 1er Cru La Fussière Blanc 6 bottles £135 

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot Maranges, 1er Cru Fussières Rouge 6 bottles £129 

   

MARSANNAY   

Domaine Regis Bouvier Marsannay VV 6 bottles £135 

Domaine Regis Bouvier Marsannay VV Rouge 6 bottles £135 

Domaine Regis Bouvier Marsannay 'Longeroies' Vieilles Vignes 6 bottles £150 

Domaine Marc Roy Marsannay Blanc, ‘Les Champs Perdrix’ 6 bottles £175 

Domaine Lécheneaut Marsannay La Côte ‘Sampagny’ 12 bottles £335 

   

MERCUREY   

Château De Chamilly Mercurey La Clos La Perrière 6 bottles £TBC 

Château De Chamilly Mercurey, 1er Cru Les Puillets 6 bottles £TBC 

   

MEURSAULT   

Domaine Michelot Meursault 6 bottles £189 

Domaine Michelot Meursault, Clos St Felix 6 bottles £225 

Domaine Michelot Meursault, 1er Cru Les Charmes 6 bottles £325 

Bouchàrd Père Et Fils Meursault, 1er Cru Les Genevrières 6 bottles £416 

Bouchàrd Père Et Fils Meursault, 1er Cru Perrières Magnum £180 

Domaine Prunier-Bonheur Meursault, Grands Charons 6 bottles £TBC 

Domaine Sylvain Bzikot Meursault 6 bottles £190 

   

MOREY ST DENIS   

Domaine Heresztyn-Mazzini Morey-Saint-Denis, 1er Cru Les Millandes 6 bottles £432 

Domaine Heresztyn-Mazzini Clos-Saint-Denis, Grand Cru 6 bottles £1,188 

Domaine Tortochot Morey-Saint-Denis 6 bottles £165 

   

NUITS-SAINT-GEORGES   

Domaine Odoul Coquard Nuits Saint Georges, Les Argillats 6 bottles £190 
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Domaine Digioia-Royer Nuits-Saint-Georges Les Charmois 6 bottles £175 

Domaine Confuron-Gindre Nuits-Saint-Georges 6 bottles £250 

Domaine Henri Gouges Nuits-Saint-Georges 6 bottles £222 

Domaine Henri Gouges Nuits-Saint-Georges, 1er Cru Clos des Porrets 6 bottles £282 

Domaine Henri Gouges Nuits-Saint-Georges, 1er Cru Les Pruliers 6 bottles £360 

Domaine Lécheneaut Nuits-Saint-Georges, Au Chouillet 12 bottles £485 

Domaine Lécheneaut Nuits-Saint-Georges, 1er Cru Les Damodes 12 bottles £750 

Domaine Lécheneaut Nuits Saint Georges, 1er Cru Aux Argillas 12 bottles £750 

Domaine Ambroise Nuits-Saint-Georges, Vieilles Vignes 12 bottles £395 

Domaine Ambroise Nuits-Saint-Georges, 1er Cru En Rue de Chaux 12 bottles £590 

Bouchàrd Père Et Fils Nuits-Saint-Georges, 1er Cru Les Cailles 6 bottles £442 

   

PULIGNY, CHASSAGNE & LE MONTRACHET   

Bouchàrd Père Et Fils Chevalier-Montrachet, Grand Cru Magnum £783 

Bouchàrd Père Et Fils Le Montrachet, Grand Cru 3 bottles £2,235 

Domaine Sylvain Bzikot Puligny-Montrachet 6 bottles £220 

Domaine Jean-Louis Chavy Puligny-Montrachet 6 bottles £190 

Domaine Jean-Louis Chavy Puligny-Montrachet, 1er Cru Les Folatières 6 bottles £285 

Domaine Jean Pascal Puligny-Montrachet 6 bottles £175 

Domaine Jean Pascal Puligny Montrachet 1er Cru Les Chalumeaux 6 bottles £275 

Domaine Paul Pillot Chassagne-Montrachet 6 bottles £215 

Domaine Paul Pillot Chassagne-Montrachet 1er Cru, Les Champs Gain 6 bottles £315 

Domaine Paul Pillot Chassagne-Montrachet, 1er Cru Clos Saint Jean 6 bottles £315 

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot Chassagne Montrachet 6 bottles £198 

Domaine Bachelet-Monnot Puligny Montrachet 6 bottles £225 

   

SAINT-AUBIN   

Domaine Paul Pillot Saint Aubin, 1er Cru Les Charmois 6 bottles £225 

Ch. De Chamilly Saint Aubin, 1er Cru Chez Edouard 6 bottles £TBC 

   

SAINT-ROMAIN   

Domaine Prunier-Bonheur Saint-Romain, Combe Bazin 6 bottles £TBC 

   

SANTENAY   

Domaine Borgeot Santenay, La Comme Dessus 6 bottles £125 

Domaine Borgeot Santenay, 1er Cru Les Gravières Rouge 6 bottles £125 

   

VOLNAY   

Domaine Joseph Voillot Volnay, Vieilles Vignes 6 bottles £175 

Domaine Joseph Voillot Volnay, 1er Cru Champans 6 bottles £295 

   

VOSNE-ROMANEE   

Domaine Confuron-Gindre Vosne-Romanée 6 bottles £250 

Domaine Confuron-Gindre Vosne Romanée 1er Cru Les Suchots 6 bottles £435 

Domaine Jacques Cacheux Et Fils Vosne-Romanée 12 bottles £460 

Domaine Jacques Cacheux Et Fils Vosne-Romanée, Les Chalandins 12 bottles £525 
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Domaine Du Clos Frantin Vosne-Romanée 6 bottles £300 

Domaine Du Clos Frantin Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Malconsorts 6 bottles £845 

Domaine Du Clos Frantin Echezeaux Grand Cru 6 bottles £975 

Domaine Ambroise Vosne-Romanée, Les Damaudes 12 bottles £525 

Bouchàrd Père Et Fils Echezeaux, En Orveaux Grand Cru  3 bottles £785 

   

VOUGEOT   

Domaine Drouhin-Laroze Clos de Vougeot, Grand Cru 3 bottles £325 

Domaine Tortochot Clos de Vougeot, Grand Cru 6 bottles £715 

Domaine Du Clos Frantin Clos Vougeot Grand Cru 6 bottles £975 
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